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Conversational agents and smart speakers have grown in popularity offering a variety of
options for use, which are available through intuitive speech operation. In contrast to the
standard dyad of a single user and a device, voice-controlled operations can be observed
by further attendees resulting in new, more social usage scenarios. Referring to the
concept of ‘media equation’ and to research on the idea of ‘computers as social actors,’
which describes the potential of technology to trigger emotional reactions in users, this
paper asks for the capacity of smart speakers to elicit empathy in observers of interactions.
In a 2 × 2 online experiment, 140 participants watched a video of a man talking to an
Amazon Echo either rudely or neutrally (factor 1), addressing it as ‘Alexa’ or ‘Computer’
(factor 2). Controlling for participants’ trait empathy, the rude treatment results in
participants’ significantly higher ratings of empathy with the device, compared to the
neutral treatment. The form of address had no significant effect. Results were independent
of the participants’ gender and usage experience indicating a rather universal effect, which
confirms the basic idea of the media equation. Implications for users, developers and
researchers were discussed in the light of (future) omnipresent voice-based technology
interaction scenarios.

Keywords: conversational agent, empathy, smart speaker, media equation, computers as social actors, human-
computer interaction

INTRODUCTION

Conversational Agents (CAs) have grown in popularity over the last few years (Keynes, 2020). New
devices such as smart speakers (Perez, 2019) or application such as chatbots or virtual assistants
(Petrock, 2019) have become part of everyday technology usage. The voice-controlled operation of
technology offers a variety of features and functions such as managing a calendar or controlling the
lights. They promise to simplify daily life, while their operation is convenient and low threshold
(Cannon, 2017). CAs are utilizable in situations in which users need their hands for something else
than handling a device. Inexperienced or less skilled users are capable to operate CAs (Sansonnet
et al., 2006) resulting in increasing numbers of user groups. Moreover, CAs have become the object of
user-centered scientific research, which analyzes the human users’ reactions towards the device, the
underlying usage motivations or the effects of usage [e.g., CHI 2019 Workshop by Jacques et al.
(2019)]. Research in this area so far mostly focuses on the standard scenario of technology usage: a
single person operates a certain device. However, the usage of conversational agents expands this
user-device dyad. A more social scenario will unfold if the user speaking to an CA is observed by
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others or if the device is used jointly by couples or families (for an
overview: Porcheron et al., 2017). Consequently, speech
operation widens the scientific perspective on technology
usage. Not only the users themselves but also co-users and
observers come into view. For example, research analyzing the
verbal abuse of CAs impressively demonstrates need for research
widening its focus: 10 to approximately 40% of interactions
include aspects of abusive language or misuse of the device
(Chin et al., 2020). As these interactions might be observed by
others, by partners or children, the impact of the abusive behavior
clearly exceeds the user-device-dyad.

Referring to increasingly social usage scenarios, the present
study focuses on the effects of observing user-technology
interactions and asks: How are observers of a rude interaction
between a CA and a user affected? Do observers experience
empathetic reactions towards a smart speaker, which is treated
rudely?

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Until recently, the ability to understand and apply spoken
language was regarded as a fundamentally and exclusively
human characteristic (Pinker, 1994). Interacting with ‘talking’
devices and ‘having a conversation’ with CAs constitutes a new
level of usage relevant for both components of HCI, the
perspective on ‘humans’ as well as on ‘computers’ (Luger and
Sellen, 2016).

Talking Technology: Conversational Agents
Conversational Agents–also referred to as voice assistants, vocal
social agents, voice user interfaces or smart speakers–are among
the most popular devices used to run voice-controlled personal
assistants (Porcheron et al., 2018). The best-selling smart speakers
worldwide are Amazon Echo and Google Home running Alexa or
Google Assistant, respectively (BusinessWire, 2018). In the US,
66.4 million people own a smart speaker already, with a 61%
market share of Amazon Echo and 24% share of Google Home
(Perez, 2019). In 2019, 20% of United Kingdom households had a
smart speaker already, while Germany passed the 10% mark
(Kinsella, 2019). Statistics predict that the global increase will
continue to 1.8 billion users worldwide by the end of 2021 (Go-
Gulf, 2018).

Within the last 60 years, natural language-processing
applications and the number of services supporting voice
commands have evolved rapidly. McTear, Callejas and Griol
(2016) summarize the history of conversational interfaces
beginning back in the 1960s, when the first text-based
dialogue systems answered questions and the first chatbots
simulated casual conversation. About 20 years later, speech-
based dialogue systems and spoken dialogue technology
evolved, which were soon transferred to commercial contexts.
In subsequent years, conversational agents and social robots came
into the picture. Hirschberg and Manning (2015), p. 261 ascribe
the recent improvements to four key factors: the progress in
computing power, machine learning, and in the understanding of
the structure and the deployment of human language.

Additionally, it can be ascribed to the large amounts of
linguistic data available. As a result, today’s CA technology is
much easier to use than earlier voice recognition systems, which
allowed only very restricted phrases and word patterns. From a
user-centered perspective, human-computer interaction has
never resembled human-human interaction that closely. CAs
are on their way to become everyday interaction partners. We
will learn how to interact with them, how to pronounce and how
to phrase our speech commands properly–also by observing
others. Children will grow up observing their parents
interacting with smart speakers before interacting with them
themselves (Hoy, 2018).

Questions about the effects of these new characteristics of
usage arise frommultiple disciplines with developers, researchers,
users and the society as a whole being involved. First studies
reveal ethical challenges (Pyae and Joelsson, 2018). By
demonstrating the ‘submissiveness (of AI software) in the face
of gender abuse,’ West et al. (2019), p. 4 raise issues that CAs,
which are projected as young women (‘Alexa,’ ‘Siri,’ ‘Cortana’),
potentially perpetuate gender biases. To gain deeper insights into
the impact of ‘speaking’ technology on humans, the media
equation approach offers a fruitful theoretical framework.

The ‘Computers As Social Actors’ Paradigm and the Media
Equation Approach

In the early 1990s, Clifford Nass and Byron Reeves introduced
a new way of understanding electronic devices. They
conceptualized computers as ‘social actors’ to which users
automatically react as if they were human beings (Reeves and
Nass, 1996). Their empirical studies revealed that users tend to
(unconsciously) interpret cues sent by computers as social
indicators of a human counterpart to ‘whom’ they react
accordingly. Literature provides various explanations for this
phenomenon with the evolutionary perspective offering a
framing theoretical perspective (Nass et al., 1997; Nass and
Gong, 2000; Kraemer et al., 2015; Carolus et al., 2019a). Like
our bodies, the human brain is adapted to our early ancestors’
world in which every entity one perceived was a real physical
object and every entity communicating as a human being sure
enough was a human being (Buss and Kenrick, 1998). ‘Mentally
equipped’ in this way, we encounter today’s new media and
technology sending various cues, which would have indicated a
human counterpart back in the days of our evolutionary
ancestors. Unconsciously, ‘evolved psychological
mechanisms’–neurocognitive mechanisms evolved to efficiently
contribute to the adaptive problems of our ancestors’world (here:
interacting with other human beings)–are triggered (Cosmides
and Tooby, 1994). Thus, the computer’s cues are interpreted as a
communicative act and therefore as a human interaction
resulting in the individual to behave accordingly, showing
social reaction originally exclusive for human-human
interaction (Tooby and Cosmides, 2005; Dawkins, 2016).

Research analyzing these phenomena followed an
experimental approach, which Nass et al. (1994) referred to as
the paradigm ‘Computers As Social Actors’ (CASA). Findings of
social science describing social dynamics of human-human
interactions were transferred to the context of human-
computer interactions. In laboratory studies, one of the human
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counterparts of the social dyad was replaced by a computer
sending certain allegedly ‘human’ cues. For example, they
anticipated research on CAs when they analyzed participants
interacting with computers, which appeared to be voice
controlled talking in either a female or a male voice. Results
revealed that participants transferred gender stereotypes to these
devices. A domineering appearance of a computer ‘speaking’ with
a male voice was interpreted more positively as the exact identical
statements presented by a computer with a female voice (Nass
et al., 1997). Considering that these experiments took place more
than 20 years ago, when devices were much bulkier and their
handling was a lot more difficult, the revealed social impact of
technology on their users was remarkable. Particularly, when
considering that participants reported to know they were
interacting with a computer–and not with a male or female
person. They consciously knew that they were interacting with
technology, but they (unconsciously) ascribed gender
stereotypical characteristics.

Additional studies revealed further indication of gender
stereotyping (Lee et al., 2000; Lee and Nass, 2002; Morishima
et al., 2002) and further social norms and rules to be applied to
computers, e.g., politeness (Nass et al., 1999) or group
membership (Nass et al., 1996). More recently, studies
transferred this paradigm to more recent technology (Carolus
et al., 2018; Carolus et al., 2019a). Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al.
(2013) widened the focus and analyzed observers’ empathetic
reactions toward a dinosaur robot (Ugobe’s Pleo). They showed
that witnessing the torture of this robot elicits empathetic
reactions in observers. Similarly, Cramer et al. (2010) as well
as Tapus et al. (2007) revealed different forms of empathy on
users’ attitudes toward robots in Human-Robot Interactions [see
also: Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al. (2013)]. However, the
experimental manipulation to observe animal like or
humanlike robots being tortured invites contradiction.
Empathetic reactions might be triggered by effects of
anthropomorphism (Riek et al., 2009) as the objects and their
treatment highlighted the anthropomorphic (or animal like)
character of the devices. Social robots looked like living
creatures and reacted to physical stimulus, accordingly.
Moreover, the incidents participants observed are of limited
everyday relevance. They were invited to a laboratory to
interact (or watch others interacting) with devices, which are
far away from everyday experiences. Consequently, the
explanatory power regarding everyday technology usage
outside of scientists’ laboratories is limited.

Smart Speaker as Language-Processing
Social Agents
Modern CAs can ‘listen’ and respond to the users’ requests in
‘natural and meaningful ways’ (Lee et al., 2000, p. 82) which Luger
and Sellen refer to as ‘the next natural form of HCI’ (Luger and
Sellen, 2016, p. 5286). From the media equation perspective, voice
assistants represent a new form of a ‘social actor’: CAs adopt one of
the most fundamentally human characteristics resulting in research
questions regarding their social impact on human users–those
actively speaking to them and those listening (Purington et al., 2017).

While processing language is a salient, humanlike feature of
CAs, the outward appearance of smart speakers, for example, is
distinctly technological. In contrast to embodied agents or social
robots, they are barely anthropomorphic but look like portable
loudspeakers. Google’s Home Mini and Amazon’s Echo Dot
resemble an oversized version of a puck, their larger devices
(Echo and Home) come in a cylinder shape with some colored
light signals. Consequently, smart speakers are regarded as a
promising research object to analyze the effects of
speech–independent of further humanoid or
anthropomorphistic cues such as the bodily or facial
expressions of a social robot, for example. Moreover, they
bridge the gap of everyday relevance as they are increasingly
popular and are used by an increasing number of average users
outside of scientific contexts. Finally, because ‘speaking is
naturally observable and reportable to all present to its
production’ (Porcheron et al., 2017, p. 433), smart speakers
allow realistic social usage scenarios. Devices are designed for
multiple simultaneous users. Amazon Echo and Google Home,
for example, use multiple microphones and speakers facilitating
conversations with multiple users. Consequently, bystanders of
interactions–children, partners or other family members–watch,
listen, or join the conversation and might be affected by its
outcomes (Sundar, 2020).

Empathy-Put Yourself in Their Shoes
A huge body of literature focuses on empathy resulting in various
attempts to define the core aspects of the concept with Cuff et al.
(2016) presenting 43 different definitions. Back in 1872, the
German philosopher Robert Vischer introduced the term
‘Einfuehlung’ which literally means ‘feeling into’ another
person (Vischer, 1873). Taking the perspective of this other
person aims for an understanding of ‘what it would be like to
be living another body or another environment’ (Ganczarek et al.,
2018). A few years later, Lipps (1903) argued that an observer of
another person’s emotional state tends to imitate the emotional
signals of the other person ‘inwardly’ by physically adapting body
signals. Macdougall (1910) and Titchener (1909) translated
‘Einfuehlung’ as ‘Empathy’ and introduced the term still used
today. Today, empathy is broadly referred to as ‘an affective
response more appropriate to someone else’s situation than to
one’s own’ (Hoffman, 2001, p. 4). Moreover, modern
conceptualizations distinguish two main perspectives on
‘empathy’: the rational understanding and the affective
reaction to another person’s feelings or circumstances (De
Vignemont and Singer, 2006). The cognitive component refers
to the recognition and understanding of the person’s situation by
including the subcomponents of perspective-taking (i.e., adopting
another’s psychological perspective) and identification
(i.e., identifying with the other character). The affective
component includes the subcomponent of empathic concern
(e.g., sympathy, compassion), pity (i.e., feeling sorry for
someone) and personal distress (i.e., feelings of discomfort or
anxiety) into the process of sympathizing (Davis, 1983; for an
overview of empathy from a neuro scientific, psychological, and
philosophical perspective see Rogers et al. (2007). Conceptually
and methodologically, Davis (1983, p. 168) widens the
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perspective on empathy when distinguishing between state
empathy and trait empathy. State empathy describes an
affective state and is a result of a ‘situational manipulation’
(Duan and Hill, 1996). Trait empathy is defined as a
dispositional trait resulting in enduring interindividual
differences (Hoffman, 1982), which is a significant predictor of
empathetic emotion (Davis, 1983).

Empathetic Reactions to Technology
Users’ emotional reactions towards technology has become an
increasingly important area of research Misuse or abusive
treatment have been reported for various forms of
technological artifacts or social agents, with a substantial body
of research focusing on graphically represented (virtual) agents
and robots (Brahnam and De Angeli, 2008; Paiva et al., 2017).
Due to their relative novelty, little empirical research has been
done regarding abusive interactions with smart speakers.
Although not entirely comparable, robots and smart speakers
are regarded as intelligent agents interacting with its users
through a physical body. Thus, the literature review focuses on
literature on robots as ‘empathetic agents’ (Paiva et al., 2017).

Both anecdotal and scientific examples reveal incidents of
aggressive and abusive behavior towards robots (Bartneck and
Hu, 2008). Salvini et al. (2010) reported on a cleaning robot
abused by bypassers. Brscic et al. (2015) told about children
abusing a robot in amall (for an overview see: Tan et al. (2018)). A
more recent study refers to another perspective: people react
empathetically to robots which are attacked by others (for an
overview: Leite et al. (2014)). For example, Vincent (2017)
reported on a drunken man, who attacked a robot in a car
park resulting in empathetic reactions with the robot.
Empathy with social robots has been studied increasingly in
the last years to understand humans’ empathetic reactions
towards them, to prevent abusive behavior or to develop
robots, which users perceive as being empathetic agents (e.g.,
Salvini et al., 2010; Nomura et al., 2016; Bartneck and Keijsers,
2020). As the abuse even of technology raises ethical questions
(and economic questions due to resulting destruction), most of
the studies avoid encouraging the participants to physically harm
the device. Instead, paradigms involving reduced radical
variations of abuse were established (Paiva et al., 2017;
Bartneck and Keijsers, 2020). Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al.
(2013) introduced a paradigm, which allows to studymore radical
interactions. Their participants were shown pre-recorded videos
of a dinosaur robot, which was tortured physically. Observing
torture resulted in increased physiological arousal and self-
reports revealed more negative and less positive feelings. In
sum, measures revealed participants’ empathy with the
robot–a finding that literature review confirms (Riek et al.,
2009; Kwak et al., 2013; Paiva et al., 2017). In a follow-up
study, Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al. (2014) compared
participants’ neural activation and self-reports when watching
a video of a human or a robot being harmed. In the human-
torture condition, neural activity and self-reports revealed higher
levels of emotional distress and empathy. Further studies asked
for the characteristics of the entities that elicit emotional reactions
revealing that participants were rather empathetic with robots,

which were more humanlike in terms of anthropomorphistic
appearances perceived agency and the capacity to express
empathy themselves (Hegel et al., 2006; Riek et al., 2009;
Cramer et al., 2010; Gonsior et al., 2012; Leite Iolanda et al.,
2013; Leite et al., 2013b). Additionally, Kwak et al. (2013)
emphasized the impact of physical embodiment. Participants’
empathy was more distinct toward a physically embodied robot
(vs. a physically disembodied robot).

As an interim conclusion, literature research on empathy with
technological devices focused on robots and revealed that
humanlike cues (e.g., outward appearance and empathy
toward their human counterparts) increased the level of
elicited empathy in humans. However, robots send various
social cues (e.g., outward appearance, move, facial expression,
verbal and nonverbal communication), which evolve into
meaningful social signals during an interaction (for an
overview: Feine et al. (2019). Analyzing interactions with these
technological entities will result in confounding regarding the
underlying cues of elicited empathy. Consequently, the present
study takes a step back to refine the analysis. Following the
taxonomy of social cues (Feine et al., 2019, p. 30), we
distinguish between verbal, visual, auditory and invisible cues
that CAs could present. With or focus on an interaction with a
smart speaker we concentrate on verbal cues keeping visual cues
reduced (simple cylindric shape of the device, no facial or bodily
expression). Therefore, smart speakers offer the externally valid
option to narrow down themagnitude of social cues and study the
effects of (mainly) verbal cues only. Moreover, pre-recorded
videos were found to constitute a promising approach to study
the perspective of bystanders or witnesses of interactions with
technology.

Interindividual Differences in Empathetic Reactions
To elaborate empathetic reactions to technology, potential
interindividual differences need to be considered. De
Vignemont and Singer (2006) analyzed modulatory factors,
which affect empathy. Two factors of the appraisal processes
are of interest for the context of technology usage: the 1)
‘characteristics of the empathizer’ and 2) ‘his/her relationship
with the target’ (De Vignemont and Singer, 2006, p. 440; see also;
Anderson and Keltner, 2002). Referring to the first aspect, Davis
(1983) showed that gender had an impact: female participants
reported greater levels of empathy than male participants. In
contrast, (Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al., 2013) did not find a
significant effect of gender on empathy towards their robot. They
indicated a rather inconsistent state of research, which they
ascribed to different definitions of empathy studies referred to,
as well as to different methods and measures studies used
(Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al., 2013, p. 21). In sum, there
are open questions left, which further research needs to
elaborate on.

Secondly, regarding the relationship with the target,
Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al. (2013) focused on
‘acquaintance’ operationalized as two forms of ‘prior
interaction’ with the robot: before the actual experiment
started, the experimental group had interacted with the robot
for 10 min, while the control group had no prior contact. Results
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revealed that ‘prior interaction’ had no effect on the level of
participants’ empathy. In contrast to research on a certain robot,
studies analyzing voice assistants need to reconsider the
operationalization of prior contact. Considering that voice
assistants can be regarded as a state-of-the-art technology,
which has become part of the everyday lives of an increasing
number of users, we suggest that the ‘relationship with the target’
seems to be more complex compared to the analysis of social
robots, which are still barely used outside of laboratories.
Smartphones might serve as a model. Carolus et al. (2019b)
argued that smartphones constitute ‘digital companion,’ which
‘accompany their users throughout the day’ with the result that
they could be more to their users than just a technological device.
By transferring characteristics and outcomes known from
human-human relationships to the smartphone-user
relationship, they introduced the idea of a ‘digital
companionship’ between smartphone users and their devices.
In their study, they offered empirical support for their theoretical
conceptualization, concluding their concept of companionship to
be a ‘fruitful approach to explain smartphone-related behaviors’
(p. 915). The present study carries forward their idea and
considers voice assistants to also be a potential ‘digital
companion.’ Consequently, characteristics constituting this
kind of relationship are to be focused on. From the various
aspects characterizing a relationship, the way the interaction
partners address each other is regarded as a first indicator
offering valuable insights. The style of address, the form of
greeting and the pronouns used refer to a complex system
within communication, facilitating social orientation. Social
relationships are expressed in the way conversational partners
address each other, for example (e.g., Ervin-Tripp, 1972). In this
context, the name refers to a certain individual and indicates a
certain familiarity with the use of the forename strengthening the
process. In this regard, names refer to a “nucleus of our individual
identity” (Pilcher, 2016). Technology groups adopt these
principles and give their human forenames. Amazon’s Echo is
better known as ‘Alexa,’which is actually not the name but a wake
word of the assistant. Although there are more options of wake
words (Echo, Amazon or Computer) ‘Alexa’ has become the
popular address of the device, again indicating human
preferences for an allegedly human counterpart.

Consequently, analyzing potential empathetic reactions to
CAs requires considering both the users’ interindividual
differences and indicators of the relationship the users might
have with the device.

To summarize, the present paper refers to the concept of
media equation and the idea of computers constituting social
actors, which trigger social reactions in their human users
originally exclusive for human-human interaction. Considering
the technological progress and digital media devices pervading
our lives, the cognitive, emotional as well as conative reactions to
this state-of-art technology are of great scholarly and practical
interest. Furthermore, empathy as a constituting factor of social
cooperation and prosocial behavior and resulting social
relationships is a significant focus of research, offering insights
into both how technology affects humans and how these human
users react, in return. Studies so far provided valuable

contributions to the field but focused on objects of research,
which do not closely represent current usage of digital technology
and which involve a variety of social cues resulting in
confounding effects. The present paper continues the analysis
of the empathetic impact of technology but identifies smart
speakers to be the more externally valid research object. First,
they constitute ‘the next natural form of HCI’ as voice controlling
adopts a basic principle of humanity. Second, voice assistants
have become increasingly popular, offering a variety of
applications, which end-consumers are already using in
everyday life. Third, this new way of using technology affects
not only the single user but results in a social usage situation as
other persons present become observers or parallel users of the
human-technology interaction.

HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

To analyze an observer’s empathetic reactions to a voice assistant,
this study adopts the basic idea of Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al.
(2013). Thus, the first hypothesis postulates a difference between
the observation of neutral and rude treatment of a voice assistant.
Because the observers’ general tendency to empathize has been
found to be a significant predictor of elicited empathetic
reactions, this interindividually different predisposition,
henceforth referred to as trait empathy, needs to be
considered. Consequently, the postulated difference of the first
hypothesis needs to be controlled for trait empathy:

Hypothesis 1: While controlling for the observers’ trait
empathy, watching the voice assistant being treated rudely
results in significantly more empathy with the assistant than
watching it being treated neutrally. Following the three
dimensions of empathy introduced by Rosenthal-von der
Puetten et al. (2013) we distinguished three sub-hypotheses
focusing on one of the three dimensions of empathy: While
controlling for the observers’ trait empathy, watching the voice
assistant being treated rudely results in significantly more. . .

H1a: . . .pity for the assistant than watching it being treated
neutrally.

H1b: . . .empathy with the assistant than watching it being
treated neutrally.

H1c: . . .attribution of feelings to the assistant than watching it
being treated neutrally.

The form of address has been introduced to constitute an
important characteristic of a social relationship and to contribute
to social orientation. Calling the technological entity by an
originally human forename is a core aspect of operating voice
assistants such as Amazon Echo, which is named ‘Alexa.’
Consequently, hypothesis 2 postulates that the way the device
is addressed influences an observer’s empathetic reaction–while
trait empathy is controlled for again. In line with hypothesis 1,
three sub-hypotheses are postulated to account for the three
dimensions of empathy.

Hypothesis 2: While controlling for trait empathy, watching
the voice assistant being called ‘Alexa’ results in significantly
more. . .
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H2a: . . .pity for the assistant than it being called ‘Computer.’
H2b: . . .empathy with the assistant than it being called

‘Computer.’
H2c: . . .attribution of feelings to the assistant than it being

called ‘Computer.’
Furthermore, two explorative questions are posed referring to

influencing factors for which research so far has revealed
contradicting results. Inconsistent results of the role of the
subjects’ gender regarding empathy with technology leads to
Research Question 1: Do men and women differ regarding
empathy with an assistant being treated rudely or neutrally?

The relationship with the target has been argued to be a
potentially modulatory factor. However, to describe social
relationships adequately a variety of variables would need to
be considered. Hypothesis 2 focuses on the form of address as one
constituting characteristic. Furthermore, prior contact with the
device is regarded as an additional indicator. Contradicting this
assumption, Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al. (2013) did not find
an effect resulting from prior interaction with their research
object. However, they operationalized prior interaction as a
10-min period of interaction. Focusing on voice assistants,
which are more common in everyday life, allows a more
externally valid operationalization when asking for prior
experience in real life and outside of the laboratory.
Consequently, Research Question 2 asks for the effects of
experience on empathetic reactions: Does prior experience
influence the empathy toward an assistant being treated rudely
or neutrally?

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

A total of 140 participants engaged in an online experiment,
ranging in age from 17 to 79 years (M � 30.14, SD � 13.9), with
64% women. Most participants were highly educated: 43% were
students in higher education, 34% had finished university and
13% had finished vocational training. Regarding smart speaker
experience, 51% have interacted occasionally and 40% have never
interacted with one before. Only 13 participants reported to own
a smart speaker (12 participants owned the Amazon device, 1
owned Google Home).

Procedure and Experimental Design
The online experiment started with a brief instruction about the
broad purpose of the study and the ethical guidelines laid out by
the German Psychological Association. Afterward, in a 2 × 2
experimental design, participants were randomly assigned to one
out of four conditions to watch a video showing a man who
prepares a meal while interacting with Amazon Echo. When his
commands resulted in error messages, the man reacted either
rudely or neutrally (factor 1: treatment). Furthermore, he
addressed the agent by ‘Alexa: or by ‘Computer’ (factor 2:
form of address).

Stimulus Material
In line with the 2 × 2 design presented above, four pre-recorded
videos were used as stimulus material. In the videos, a man was

preparing a meal in his kitchen. Simultaneously, he talked to
Amazon Echo, which was standing on the table right in front of
him (see Figure 1). He instructs the device to do several tasks like
booking a hotel, asking for a train connection and sending
messages. To minimize any possible influence of sympathy or
antipathy, the face of the protagonist was never visible in the
videos. Only his upper body was filmed. To ensure comparability
of the four video conditions, the videos were produced as equally
as possible regarding script, camera angle and film editing. Hence,
the video set and the actor were the same across conditions. Four
cameras were used to shoot, and the camera settings were not
changed during or between the shooting of the different videos. In
post-production, video editing was kept constant across all
conditions. To ensure a controlled dialogue, voice outputs of
the device were pre-programmed. We used the chat platform
Dexter (https://rundexter.com/) to create a skill involving the
sequences of the dialogue, which was implemented using Amazon
Web Services (https://aws.amazon.com/). In contrast to the
videos of previous studies, we avoided a rather unrealistic or
extreme story but were guided by common usage scenarios of
smart speakers (Handley, 2019).

In all four videos, the plots were basically identical. During
preparation, the man’s commands became more and more
complex. His rather vague commands became difficult to
execute. Consequently, more and more commands failed,
which allowed us to implement the treatment-factor: the
man either proceeded with his neutral commands (neutral
condition) or he got angry when commands failed and acted
rudely (rude condition). In the neutral condition, the man
recognizes his operating errors and corrects himself. He
speaks calmly using neutral language. In the rude
condition, the man increasingly furiously during the
interaction. He scolds the device using foul names and
starts yelling. Finally, the man shoves away the assistant.
The form of address-factor was realized by implementing
two different forms of address: either ‘Alexa’ (‘Alexa’
condition) or ‘Computer’ (‘Computer’ condition). The
length of the four resulting videos were kept constant,
varying 2 s only (4:49–4:51 min). In terms of content, the
outlined minimal changes in the script resulted in minimal
adjustments of the storyline (see Table 1). For example, the
foul name the man used to address the device in the
‘computer’ condition was changed from ‘snipe’ into ‘tin
box.’ To warrant a conclusive storyline the reaction of the
device needed to be adapted resulting in slight differences of
the interaction in the rude condition compared to the neutral
condition. In a preliminary study, these differences were
analyzed to warrant the comparability of the stimulus
material.

Preliminary Study: Development of the
Stimulus Material
A pretest was conducted to ensure 1) the assignment of the ‘rude’
and the ‘neutral’ treatment and–besides that postulated
difference-2) the comparability between these two videos. 89
participants (82% women) engaged in an online experiment,
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ranging in age from 18 to 36 years (M � 20.57, SD � 2.57). They
were evenly distributed among the four conditions. 14
participants reported to own a smart speaker.

First and to ensure rudeness vs. neutrality, a two-sided t-test
for independent samples revealed significant differences in the
evaluations of the man, who interacted with the device. In line
with our postulated assignment, the man was rated significantly
less attractive (t(87) � −12.66, p < 0.001) in the rude (M � 3.31; SD
� 0.91) than in the neutral condition (M � 5.76; SD � 0.91)
(Schrepp et al., 2014). The general positivity (Johnson et al., 2004)
differed significantly between the rude (M � 3.68; SD � 0.81) and
the neutral condition (M � 6.40; SD � 0.94), t(87) � 14.57, p <
0.001. Moreover, four more single items (see Supplementary
Material for the detailed list) confirmed the postulated
differences: the ‘rude condition’ was rated to be more
unobjective (t(87) � 11.80, p < 0.001), impolite (t(87) � 14.71, p
< 0.001.), aggressive (t(87) � 15.71, p < 0.001.) and violent (t(87) �
11.8, p < 0.001.).

Second and to ensure the comparability between these two
videos, participants evaluated the device. The exact same
measures used to evaluate the man were used again (see
Supplementary Material). Comparing the ‘Alexa’ and the

‘computer’ condition, the evaluations of the device did not
differ regarding attractiveness (t(87) � 0.15, p � 0.883) and the
general positivity towards to the device (t(87) � 0.68, p � 0.500).
Likewise, the semantic differentials revealed no significant
differences regarding unobjectiveness (t(87) � −7.88, p � 0.433),
impoliteness (t(87) � −1.34, p � 0.184), aggressiveness (t(87) �
−1.21, p � 0.230) and violence (t(87) � −1.55, p < 0.125.).

To summarize, the pretest ensures the validity of the stimulus
material. The rude condition did significantly differ regarding
perceived rudeness, which can be ascribed to differences in the
man’s behavior. Evaluations of the device, however, did not differ
significantly between the ‘rude’ and the ‘neutral’ condition.

Measures
After watching the video, participants answered a questionnaire
asking for 1) the empathy with the voice assistant, 2) their trait
empathy, 3) their prior experience with smart speakers and 4)
demographic information.

To assess empathy with the voice assistant, 22 items, based on
the items used by Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al. (2013) were
presented. According to the affective component of empathy, the
scale includes items addressing ‘feelings of pity’ (e.g., ‘I felt sorry

FIGURE 1 | Screenshots of the video the participants watched.

TABLE 1 | Text passages from the video.

Rude and “Alexa” Neutral and “Computer”

Man: Alexa, book me this hotel room Man: Computer, book me this hotel room
Assistant: Unfortunately, it is not possible for me to book a hotel room Assistant: Unfortunately, it is not possible for me to book a hotel room
Man: Are you serious? Why not? Alexa, why not? Man: Computer, why not?
Assistant: No payment information has been deposited so far. Do you want to add a
credit card now?

Assistant: No payment information has been deposited so far. Do you want to add a
credit card now?

Man: Alexa, why not? -- Wow, do I have to do this myself now? Man: No
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for the voice assistant.‘’). To assess the cognitive component, the
scale incorporated items asking for ‘empathy’ (e.g., ‘I could relate
to the incidents in the video’). Furthermore, an attribution of
feelings to the device was assessed by ten items (e.g., ‘I can
imagine that . . . the voice assistant suffered.’). Since we did not
focus on a quantitative graduation of observers’ responses in our
study, arousal was not assessed. The items were answered on a 5-
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree). Items were averaged so that higher values indicated higher
levels of empathy with the assistant. Internal consistency of the
scale was α � 0.82.

Trait empathy was measured using the Saarbruecker
Personality Questionnaire (SPF), a German version of the
Interpersonality Reactive Index (IRI) by Paulus (2009). In sum,
21 items were answered on a 5-point Likert scale (i.e., ‘I have warm
feelings for people who are less well off than me.‘’). Again, items
were averaged with higher values indicating higher levels of trait
empathy. Internal consistency of the scale was α � 0.83.

Prior experience with voice assistants was assessed by asking if
the participant had ‘ever interacted with a voice assistant’ and if
he/she uses ‘a voice assistant at home.’ The answering options
were ‘never,’ ‘a few times’ and ‘regularly.’ Finally, participants
were asked about their age, gender and education.

RESULTS

To analyze the impact of treatment (factor 1: rude vs. neutral) and
the impact of form of address (factor 2: ‘Alexa’ vs. ‘Computer’) on
participants’ empathy with the voice assistant, three two-way
ANCOVAs were conducted controlling for participants’ trait
empathy as the covariate. To test hypothesis 1, while
controlling trait empathy, the impacts of the rude vs. the
neutral condition on empathy with the assistant were
compared–with H1a focusing on pity, H1b on empathy and
H1c on attribution of feelings. Regarding H1a, the covariate

trait empathy was not significantly related to the intensiveness
of pity with the voice assistant, F(1,135) � 1.72, p � 0.192, partial η2 �
0.01. In line with H1a, participants who observed the assistant
being treated rudely reported a significantly higher level of pity
with the device than participants of the neutral condition, F(1, 135) �
27.13, p < 0.001, partial η2 � 0.17 with partial eta-squared
indicating a large effect (Cohen, 1988). Figure 2 shows the
results. The results of H1b showed that the covariate trait
empathy was again not significant, F(1,135) � 0.47, p � 0.496,
partial η2 < 0.001. According to hypothesis 1b, there was again
a significant main effect of the factor treatment, F(1,135) � 10.04, p �
0.002, partial η2 � 0.07, indicating a medium effect of rude vs.
neutral treatment on the subscale empathy (see Figure 3).

Finally, H1c again revealed a non-significant covariate F(1,135)
� 2.03, p � 0.157, partial η2 � 0.015. The way the device was
treated again resulted in significant differences, F(1,135) � 4.51, p �
0.036, partial η2 � 0.032, which is interpreted as a small effect on
the subscale attribution (see Figure 4).

In sum, all subscales of the empathy-scale revealed significant
results in line with the expectations. Rude treatment led to more
empathy compared to neutral treatment.

In contrast, as Figures 2–4 show, the two different forms of
address (hypothesis 2) did not result in significant differences
(pity subscale: F(1,135) � 0.03, p � 0.861, partial η2 < 0.001;
empathy subscale: F(1,135) � 0.02, p � 0.882, partial η2 < 0.001;
attribution subscale: F(1,135) � 0.063, p � 0.429, partial η2 � 0.01).
All three ANCOVAs conducted showed no significant
interaction terms of the two factors treatment and form of
address, neither for pity (F(1,135) � 2.43, p � 0.122, partial η2 �
0.02), nor for the empathy subscale (F(1,135) � 0.59, p � 0.444,
partial η2 < 0.001) and the attribution subscale (F(1,135) � 0.88,
p � 0.350, partial η2 � 0.01). Consequently, all three sub-
hypotheses 2a–2c were rejected. Although the effect was not
significant, participants of the rude condition reported the
highest level of pity when the voice assistant was called
‘Alexa’ (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 | Effects of treatment and form of address on pity for the CA (controlled for trait empathy).
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To analyze potential differences between male and female
participants (research question 1), three two-way ANCOVAs were
conducted, again. However, factors were different than in the analyses
reported before: Because the form of address was shown not to result
in significant effects, it was eliminated from the following analyses.
Instead, participants’ gender was analyzed as the second factor,
treatment was kept as the first factor and trait empathy as the
covariate. Figure 5 gives an overview of the results. Regarding pity,
results revealed no significant main effect of gender, F(1,135) � 0.19, p �
0.662, η2< 0.001.Moreover, the covariate was not significant, F(1,135)�
0.96, p � 0.329, η2 � 0.01; but the main effect of treatment was, F(1,135)
� 27.14, p < 0.001, η2 � 0.17. Similarly, when analyzing the empathy
subscale, themain effect of gender was not significant, F(1,135) � 2.72, p
� 0.101, η2 � 0.02. Again, the covariate trait empathy was not
significant F(1,135) � 0.002, p � 0.962, η2 < 0.001; but the main

effect of treatment was F(1,135) � 9.14, p � 0.003, η2 � 0.06. Finally,
attribution of feelings for the assistant again revealed no significant
gender effect, F(1,135) � 0.09, p � 0.772, η2 < 0.001. Again, the covariate
was not significant, F(1,135) � 1.74, p � 0.189, η2 � 0.01. In contrast to
previous results, the effect of treatment was not significant F(1,135) �
2.46, p � 0.119, η2 � 0.02. Moreover, the interaction term almost
reached significance, F(1,135) � 3.30, p � 0.07, η2 � 0.02, indicating that
in the rude condition only female but not male participants reported
higher attributions of feelings to the assistant. Nevertheless, to
summarize results of question 1, men and women do not differ
regarding all three subtypes of empathy with the assistant.

Research question 2 asked for the effect of prior experience with
voice assistants on the reported empathywith the assistant watched in
the video. In line with the preceding analyses, the approach of three
ANCOVAs was retained. Furthermore, factor 1 (treatment) was

FIGURE 3 | Effects of treatment and form of address on empathy subscale with the CA (controlled for trait empathy).

FIGURE 4 | Effects of treatment and form of address on attribution of feelings to the CA (controlled for trait empathy).
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retained and prior experience was added as factor 2. Again, trait
empathy was kept as the covariate. Figure 6 gives an overview of the
results. Regarding pity, results revealed no significant main effect of
prior experience, F(1,135) � 0.3, p � 0.338, η2 � 0.01. While the
covariate was not significant, F(1,135) � 1.48, p � 0.226, η2 � 0.01, the
main effect of treatment was, F(1,135) � 25.49, p < 0.001, η2 � 0.16.
Similarly, when analyzing the subscale empathy, the main effect of
prior experience was not significant, F(1,135) � 0.58, p � 0.448, η2 �
0.02. Again, the covariate was not significant, F(1,135)� 0.38, p� 0.539,
η2 < 0.01 but the main effect of treatment was, F(1,135) � 9.57, p �
0.002, η2 � 0.07. Finally, attribution of feelings for the assistant again
revealed no significant effect of prior experience, F(1,135) � 1.08,

p � 0.302, η2 � 0.01. Once again, the covariate was not significant,
F(1,135) � 2.17, p � 0.143, η2 � 0.02, but the main effect of treatment
was, F(1,135) � 4.63, p � 0.033, η2 � 0.03. To conclude, participants
with or without prior experience with voice assistants do not differ
regarding all three subtypes of empathy with an assistant they
watched in the video.

DISCUSSION

The present study focuses on empathetic reactions to smart
speakers, which have become everyday technology for an

FIGURE 5 | Effects of treatment and participant’s gender on empathy with the CA (controlled for trait empathy).

FIGURE 6 | Effects of treatment and participant’s prior experience on empathy with the CA (controlled for trait empathy).
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increasing number of users over the last few years. Following the
approach of ‘computers as social actors’ introduced in the 1990s,
we argue that the basic idea that ‘media equals real life’ is
amplified by voice-based operation of devices. Voice control
refers to a basic principle of humanity, which has been
exclusive for human-human interactions until recently. With
the adaptation of this feature, shared commonalities of
human-human interactions and interactions with CAs were
derived. Just like interhuman conversations can be listened to,
attendees of voice-based operations within households can pay
attention, for example. Therefore, research on the emotional
impact of conversational agents expands its perspective and
involves the impact on further attendees’ cognitive, emotional
and conative reactions. Empathetic reactions as a constituting
factor of social cooperation, prosocial behavior, and resulting
social relationships were shown to be a promising empirical
starting point (e.g., Rosenthal-von der Puetten et al., 2013;
Kraemer et al., 2015). To bridge the research gap regarding 1)
more real usage scenarios and everyday-relevant technology as
well as 2) devices with reduced anthropomorphistic cues, this
study focuses on attendees’ empathetic reaction to an interaction
between a user and a smart speaker.

There are two key findings of the present research. First,
compared to neutral treatment, treating the CA rudely resulted in
higher ratings of empathy. Second, all the other factors analyzed
did not have significant effects. Neither the participants’
characteristics (trait empathy, gender, prior experience) nor
the way the assistant was addressed (‘Alexa’ vs. ‘Computer’)
influenced the observers’ empathy with the device. Referring
to the basic idea of Reeves and Nass (1996), who postulate
that media equation ‘applies to everyone, it applies often, and
it is highly consequential’ our results indicate that CAs elicit
media equation effects, which are ‘highly consequential’ in terms
of its independence of every influencing factor analyzed in this
study. These results contradict our theoretical explanations
considering both the impact of participants’ individual
characteristics and the relationship people might have with
technological devices. However, post-hoc explorative analyses
revealed three partial results, which seem to be worth noting
as they could be carefully interpreted as possibly indicating
further implications. 1) Participants of the rude condition
would report the highest level of pity if the voice assistant was
called “Alexa” (see Figure 2). This might indicate a (non-
significant) impact of the form of address. 2) Within the rude
condition, only female but not male participants reported higher
attributions of feelings to the CA indicating a (non-significant)
impact of gender. 3) The effects on the subscale of pity were
stronger than for the empathy subscale followed by only small
effects for the attribution subscale, indicating that the stimuli took
effect on different aspects of empathy.

Limitations and Directions for Future
Research
Although not statistically significant, the explorative results
suggest a need for further research on interindividual
differences between the participants (i.e., gender) and on

interindividually different relationships people have with their
devices (i.e., address). Future studies need to draw more
heterogenous samples to analyze these potential effects more
profoundly. Moreover, the variables the present study focused on
need to be further elaborated. Regarding interindividual
differences beyond gender, Kraemer et al. (2015) compiled
further characteristics relevant to consider. Age, computer
literacy and the individual’s personality were shown to be
potential influencing factors, which future research needs to
transfer to users interacting with modern voice-based devices.
Regarding interindividually different relationships, this study
took ‘prior experience’ as a first indicator. Differentiating
between no prior use vs. prior use is only the first step on the
way to a comprehensive assessment of the postulated social
relationship with a voice assistant stemming from interactions
over time. However, referring to the concept of a ‘digital
companionship’ (Carolus et al., 2019b), prior experience needs
to be assessed in a more detailed way involving variables such as
closeness to the voice assistant, trust in the assistant and
preoccupation with it seem to be relevant characteristics of the
relationship. Further constituting outcomes could be stress
caused by the assistant as well as the potential to cope with
stressful situations with the support of the assistant. Future
research needs to incorporate these variables to analyze the
effects of the relationship users have with their devices.
Consequently, future research needs to reflect upon the target
device the participants are confronted with. Arguing from the
perspective of an established user-device relationship, future
studies could use the participant’s own device as the target
device–or at least a CA like the participant’s own device as
similarity has been shown to be an important condition of
empathy (Serino et al., 2009). Presenting a video with a rather
random device a foreigner is interacting with does not fulfill these
requirements convincingly. According to measures, different
aspects of empathy might be activated when observing a
technological device being treated rudely, compared to
observing a human and animal. In addition, the level of
emotional reaction (e.g., arousal) might be different. Finally, as
this study did only focus on participants feelings for the
technological part of the observed interaction, future research
could also ask for the human counterpart. Being confronted with
a device, which seems to not work properly, and which does not
express empathy with the user’s struggle, future studies could also
analyze the empathy participants have with the unsuccessful user
of the device.

Interpretations of the results presented are faced with further
methodological limitations of the study. 1) Participants only
watched a video but did not observe a real-life interaction
between another person and the device. Moreover, the
interaction observed was not a real-life interaction but was
performed by an actor resulting in questionable realism. Our
ongoing development of the approach took this shortcoming into
account and applied the approach to an experimentally
manipulated real-life scenario. 2) To gain first insights into
potentially influencing variables we controlled for trait
empathy, gender and prior experience. However, research we
have presented in this paper argues that further variables need to
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be considered. As outlined before, future studies need to include
the variables operationalizing ‘characteristics of the empathizer’
and ‘his/her relationship with the target’ in a more detailed way
(De Vignemont and Singer, 2006, p. 440). Furthermore, from a
psychological perspective, psychological variables relevant in the
context of social relationships and social interactions need to be
considered, e.g., the need for affiliation, loneliness as well as
affectivity or the participant’s emotional state 3) In addition,
more aspects of empathy (e.g., the cognitive component
according to Davis (1983); Rogers et al. (2007)). and the level
of reactions should be considered by addressing a more diverse
methodical approach (e.g., arousal measures, visual scales).
Moreover, we limited ourselves to the analysis of empathy as
the dependent variable. What we regard as a first promising
starting point needs to be expanded in future studies. Especially in
view of the social aspect of the use of voice assistants introduced,
there are various effects to focus on, e.g., envy or jealousy, which
may be elicited by the device as well as affection or attachment. 4)
Lastly, and regarding the briefly introduced issue of gender
stereotypes, manipulating the characteristics of the voice
assistant itself are to be focused on. Changing the female voice
into a male voice or changing the ‘personality’ of the device (e.g.,
neutral vs. rude answers given by the device itself) will be the
subject of future studies.

Study Implications and Conclusion
Despite the outlined limitations, our results suggest several
theoretical and practical implications. To put the study
presented in a nutshell: People watching users treating voice
assistants badly will empathize with the device. What sounds
irrational at first, can be explained in the light of media equation
and becomes a valuable insight for developers, researchers and
users. First, developers should be aware of the human the final
consumers’ psychological processes. Devices do not need to have
anthropomorphic features to elicit social reactions in their human
counterpart. Although they are consciously recognized as
technological devices, they might trigger social reactions.
Therefore, we argue that psychological mechanisms regulating
human social life (norms, rules, schemata) are a fruitful source for
developers and programmers when designing the operation of
digital devices. Knowing how humans tend to react offers
possibilities to manipulate these reactions–in a positive as well
as in a negative way. For example, knowing that users empathize
can be used to increase acceptance of misunderstandings or
mistakes of devices. Furthermore, knowing that users feel for
their CA can be used to counteract abusive. Developers could
intentionally address the users’ tendency to transfer social rules
originally established for human-human interactions to digital
devices. Or, when the observer empathizes and reminds the user
of an appropriate behavior. However, knowing users’ psychology
also allows to manipulate them in a less benevolent way.

Companies can adopt the psychological mechanism to bind
users to their services and products and to maximize their
profits. Second, researchers are encouraged to adopt the results
presented to further analyze interwoven effects of the users’
psychology and the processing and functioning of the
technological equipment. Together with further societal actors,
conclusions should be drawn regarding educational programs
which enable users to keep pace with technological progress and
to develop media literacy skills. Competent users are key factors
of our shared digital future. Third, and as a consequence of the
developers’ as well as the researchers’ responsibilities, users need
to accept and adopt the opportunities and be prepared for the
challenges of the digital future which has already started.
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